Topic segmentation methods are mostly based on the idea of lexical cohesion, in which lexical distributions are analysed across the document and segment boundaries are marked in areas of low cohesion. We propose a novel approach for topic segmentation in speech recognition transcripts by measuring lexical cohesion using bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The bidirectional RNNs capture context in the past and the following set of words. The past and following contexts are compared to perform topic change detection. In contrast to existing works based on sequence and discriminative models for topic segmentation, our approach does not use a segmented corpus nor (pseudo) topic labels for training. Our model is trained using news articles obtained from the internet. Evaluation on ASR transcripts of French TV broadcast news programs demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of topic segmentation, to automatically breakdown a text document into topically coherent segments, has been studied for a long time. With the increase in multimedia content on the internet, there has been an interest to extend topic segmentation to audio-video documents. Multimedia documents like broadcast news programs, meeting recordings, telephone conversations and lectures commonly consist of information on more than one topic. For example, broadcast news present events related to politics, economy, sports, weather and so on. Automatic segmentation of such documents, into coherent segments, is required by several down stream tasks such as topic detection and tracking [1] , summarisation, named entity extraction and for multimedia indexing and organisation [2] .
Approaches to topic segmentation are based on the idea of lexical cohesion [3] . Some of these methods analyse the lexical distribution across the document and mark segment boundaries in areas of low cohesion. This includes the original TextTiling algorithm [4] and its extensions using lexical chains [5] , semantic/topic space representations [6, 7] and Laplacian Eigenmaps [8] . Another set of segmentation methods try to cluster together neighbouring areas instead of directly looking for topic boundaries. This includes the prominent C99 algorithm [9] and its extensions using semantic/topic representations [10, 11, 12] . Alternative methods based on generative probabilistic models have also been proposed for topic segmentation. These include extensions of classical probabilistic topic models to incorporate topic changes and boundaries [13, 14, 15, 16] , and approaches which directly model words in each topic segment as draws from a corresponding multinomial language model [17, 18, 19] .
Most topic segmentation approaches were originally tried on textual resources or manual transcriptions of spoken resources. Unlike on text documents, topic segmentation on transcriptions obtained from an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system cannot readily exploit sentence boundaries. In this regard, some works have used a fixed block of words as an unit [8, 20] while others have relied on pauses in speech [21] . Interestingly, prosodic cues and automatic sentence segmentation techniques have been leveraged in other works [22, 23, 24] . Performance of topic segmentation on ASR transcripts is also affected by word errors from the ASR. To reduce the effect of word errors, the use of ASR confidence measures and lattices have been proposed [25, 26] . Discriminative features from the speech signal, speaker patterns and news structure have shown to improve performance on spoken documents [3, 5, 21] .
In this paper, we focus on lexical cohesion based topic segmentation on the ASR 1-best hypothesis. In contrast to the previous works, we propose a novel approach based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Recently RNNs have been shown to effectively model sequences like text, speech, music and videos, and have given state-of-the-art results in several sequence and temporal classification tasks [27] . Their ability to model long term context and the potential to train them discriminatively motivates us to try RNNs for the task of topic segmentation. More specifically, we aim to capture lexical cohesion using a bi-directional RNN with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells [28, 27] . The bi-directional model would capture context from the past and the following set of words. These past and following contexts can then be compared to perform topic change detection.
Previous works on topic segmentation have adopted sequence modelling approaches based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [13, 17, 22, 29] , and also discriminatively trained models including Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [30] , deep feed forward neural network with HMM [29] and Support Vector Machines with sliding windows [26] . However, RNNs are better than fixed size windows and HMMs at exploiting contextual information [27] . Moreover, these works required a segmented training corpus and used (pseudo) topic labels of these segments for training their models (although pseudo labels were obtained in an unsupervised manner). As opposed to this, our proposed model is trained using news articles obtained from the internet.
The main contributions of this paper are (a) bi-directional RNNs for topic segmentation in ASR transcripts, which eliminate the need for an initial segmentation based on heuristics like fixed size windows or silence, (b) methods for discriminative training of bi-directional RNNs for topic segmentation without the need of a segmented training corpus and/or (pseudo) topic labels. We consider the application of segmentation of ASR transcripts of French broadcast news. The proposed model is evaluated on concatenated broadcast news videos as well as on real television news programs, and is compared to classical methods. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the idea behind our model and its architecture. It further includes a discussion on how our model is trained. Section 3 presents our experiment setup including the corpora, model configurations and evaluation methodology. This is followed by the segmentation results and a discussion in Section 3.4 and the conclusion in Section 4.
TOPIC CHANGE DETECTION WITH BI-DIRECTIONAL RNN
Topic segmentation can also be seen as a problem of topic change detection. A typical approach to mark a change point in a sequence is to take a window (of points) on either sides of a supposed change point and compare the adjacent windows using suitable features and representations. The comparison of adjacent windows gives a measure of whether the two windows belong to same the class or not. Following such a computation for all the points in the sequence, a similarity graph is obtained in which most of the peaks/valleys correspond to actual change points in the sequence. TextTiling [4] based algorithms for topic segmentation closely resemble this methodology.
Our proposed topic segmentation model is also based on a similar idea. The input is a sequence of words hypothesised by an ASR system and topic segmentation is to be performed on this 1-best ASR hypothesis. Words in the ASR hypothesis are represented using word embeddings. Instead of using fixed windows of words, RNNs are used to model the long term topic context and to perform change detection. More specifically we choose a bi-directional RNN [31] with LSTM cells. The bi-directional RNN allows to model context from the past and the following set of words, and it could be trained to measure topic cohesion between these contexts.
Model architecture
Our model consists of a layer of bi-directional RNN with LSTM cells. To understand the functioning of our model, a bi-directional LSTM-RNN is depicted in Figure 1 .
The inputs to our model are word embeddings [32] corresponding to words in the ASR 1-best hypothesis. These embeddings are denoted as (x 1 , ...x t−1 , x t , x t+1 ..., x N ), where x t represents the current word and N is the length of the ASR hypothesis. Each word embedding is input to the forward and backward LSTM-RNNs, represented in Figure 1 by a chain of blocks of f 
where, f () represent the operations inside an LSTM cell with forget gates (refer [28, 27] for details). Hidden layer activations of the forward and backward LSTMRNNs are transformed using a fully connected feed forward layer as follows:
where W seg and b seg are weight and bias parameters of the feed forward layer. Then the outputs corresponding to forward and backward LSTM-RNN at each t are compared as:
where . denotes a dot product. This dot product compares the similarity between the topic context until t, as captured in c F t , and the topic context following t, which is captured in c B t . Thus {s t } t=1:N represents the topic context similarity across the ASR hypothesis and this similarity should be minimum at the segment boundaries. The similarity calculation also involves an output function g(). We present two different possibilities for the output function g(), in Section 2.3.
Training without topic labels
Approaches based on sequence models [13, 17, 22] and discriminatively trained models [26, 29] require a topic segmented corpus, as well as (pseudo) topic labels for these segments, during training. These previous works have tackled this issue by automatically generating topic labels for segments of text in the training corpus. To obtain topic labels, unsupervised clustering is performed on the text segments and each resulting cluster is marked with a different topic. A similar technique can be employed for training our model with bi-directional RNNs. However, in this work we present an alternative approach which does not rely on a segmented corpus and topic labels.
Our training set consists of news articles crawled from a news website, as detailed in Section 3.1. Each article contains text around a particular news event. To train our model, two or more news articles are randomly chosen and concatenated. Then the training objective is to mark the boundary between the concatenated articles as a topic change point. The assumption is that the training set has a significantly large number of news articles and from a wide time period (ranging over months). With such a training set, it is very less likely for a generated training sample to contain two or more news segments which are on the same news event and adjacent to each other. Even otherwise an unsupervised topic model, like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [33] , can be built on the training set and topic distributions of adjacent segments can be compared to avoid concatenation of articles on same news events. However, a detailed analysis on selection of training set samples is not in the scope of this paper and we form our training set using news articles spread over a period of 6 months.
Output layer and training criteria
As discussed in Section 2.2, the training objective is to mark the boundary between the concatenated training set samples. Recall that in the last layer of our model, in (5), the similarity value should be minimum at the boundary. Accordingly, we present two possibilities for the choice of the output function g(), which can achieve this training objective.
Softmin Function
The softmin function will give a high output probability to a low dot product similarity value (d t = c 
where t is the position of the topic change in input text. The softmin function followed by the cross-entropy cost will bring a discriminative capability to the segmentation model by maximising the likelihood of the true segmentation point (t * , known at the time of training), as compared to all the points (t = 1, 2, ...N ). During test the high output values will correspond to the hypothesised topic change points.
Flipped sigmoid function
This function assigns a value close to zero to a low dot product similarity value (d t = c ) and a value close to 1 to a high dot product similarity. During training a binary cross-entropy cost function will be used, which is given as:
where t are positions of topic change in the input text. During test the output value at each t is regraded as the probability of change point at the corresponding word in the input text. This output function, unlike the softmin function, is (a) independent of the length (N ) of the input text and (b) allows training using input samples with more than one change point (for e.g. by concatenating more than two articles during training). It should be noted that a softmax function and a standard sigmoid function can be used in place of the softmin and flipped sigmoid functions. However, our choice is motivated by the fact that dot product values in (5) represent similarity values and should be minimum at the topic change point. Results from our initial experiments, using different output functions, also supported this argument.
EXPERIMENTS SETUP

Experiment corpora
We use two set of corpora in our experiments. The first set consists of 24,000 news articles from French newspaper L'Express, and about 3000 news articles and 3000 news videos from the French website of the Euronews TV channel. These news articles and videos appeared during the period January -June 2014. More details about these datasets can be found in [34] . Each article/video in this dataset contains news on a particular event.
For training our model we concatenate randomly chosen articles from the L'Express dataset. Our validation set consists of 3000 samples formed by concatenating 2 articles at a time from Euronews text articles. Our first test set, referred as the Euronews Test Set, consists of 3000 samples with each sample obtained by concatenating 2 to 7 videos from Euronews. (News videos from Euronews are 2 to 5 min in duration.) For training and test, the punctuation marks are removed and all words are converted to lower case, as it would be with ASR transcripts.
Apart from the Euronews Test Set, we evaluate our models on a real test set consisting of 20 news programs that appeared on the French TV channel TV5 during February 2017. This test set is referred as the TV5 Test Set. On average a program is 12 minutes long and consists of 3 to 10 segments.
Model configurations and training
The model with the softmin function in the output layer, as discussed in Section 2.3.1, will be denoted as 'RNN-SMIN'. It is trained using samples obtained by concatenating 2 articles at a time from the L'Express corpus. Model with the flipped sigmoid function in the output layer, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, is trained with samples obtained by concatenating 2 to 4 articles at a time from the L'Express corpus. This model configuration will be denoted as 'RNN-FSIG'.
As inputs to the RNN-SMIN and RNN-FSIG, model we use pre-trained 200 dimensional Skip-gram word embeddings 1 , which were trained on '.fr' domain websites. These word embeddings were not updated during training so that the model generalises to unseen words in the test set. In addition, we applied 50% dropout at the output of the word embedding layer to achieve generalisation and avoid overfitting. The word dropout also adds robustness to ASR errors, as we have shown earlier in [35] . For model training, we used mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with ADADELTA [36] . An early stopping criteria was used, which stops the model training when the error on the validation set starts increasing.
Evaluation setup
The topic segmentation models will be evaluated on the reference and ASR transcriptions of the Euronews Test Set, and on the ASR transcriptions of the TV5 Test Set. The ASR transcriptions are obtained from our French ASR system based on DNN-HMM acoustic models. Our ASR gives a word error rate of 16.4% on the Euronews Test Set.
We compare the performance of our models with two baseline topic segmentation methods. Our first baseline is the TopicTiling algorithm proposed in [37] . TopicTiling is based on the classical TextTiling algorithm for topic segmentation [4] and uses topic assignments from a LDA topic model. Our second baseline is the classical C99 algorithm for topic segmentation [9] , improved with representations learnt using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [10, 11] . This baseline will be denoted as 'C99-LSA'.
For the C99-LSA and TopicTitling baseline methods, 200 dimensional LSA and LDA models were trained on the same training corpus that was used to train our RNN models. Stopwords were removed while training these baseline models, as well as the proposed models. Additionally lemmatisation was applied in case of baseline models. C99-LSA operates on sentence level representations. Since ASR transcripts do not have punctuations we used fixed blocks of words instead. Similarly, TopicTitling was used with fixed blocks of words as basic units. The block size was tuned using the validation set.
For comparison of the proposed and baseline methods, we use the standard topic segmentation evaluation measures P k and W D [3] . They indicate the probability of segmentation error, with a lower value indicating a better performance. As compared to P k , W D penalises false alarms. We also calculate the Precision (P ) and Recall (R) [3] on the segmentation results, and report the F 1 score which was calculated as F 1 = 2(P ×R)/(P +R). A window of 25 words on each side of a true segmentation point was used to label a hypothesised segmentation point as true positive or false positive. Table 1 presents the topic segmentation results on the Euronews Test Set. Results on both reference and ASR transcriptions are shown. Note that the training corpus, used for the baseline as well as the proposed models, and the Euronews Test Set consist of news from the same time period (see Section 3.1). So it is likely that they contain similar topics and hence it is a matched train-test condition. Results in Table 1 show that the C99-LSA method gives the lowest P k and W D errors. However, our proposed model RNN-FSIG gives the best F 1 score and its P k and W D is quite close to that of C99-LSA. For the Euronews Test Set our RNN-SMIN model performs only better than TopicTitling. Further analysis of the results on this test set revealed that both our proposed models have high precision (about 0.8) as compared to that of C99-LSA (at about 0.65). RNN-SMIN model showed a relatively lower recall.
Topic segmentation results and discussion
Topic segmentation results on the TV5 Test Set are presented in Table 2 . Only ASR transcription results are shown (due to lack of reliable reference transcriptions). Note that this test set is from a different time period than our training set (see Section 3.1) and hence there is a mis-matched train-test conditions in terms of contents and topics. Results in Table 2 show that our proposed models perform better than the baseline models, which seem to be affected by the mis-matched train-test conditions. On contrary to results on the Euronews Test Set, RNN-SMIN gives the best results and RNN-FSIG has a performance similar to that of RNN-SMIN. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach and to highlight the learning in our models we present 
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a novel approach for topic segmentation which measures lexical and topic cohesion using bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks. The bi-directional RNNs captured context in the past and the following set of words, and performed topic change detection by comparing the past and following contexts. These models were trained discriminatively by concatenating news articles from the internet. Evaluation on ASR transcripts of French TV news programs showed that our RNN models can perform better than the C99-LSA and TopicTiling baseline methods. Our models achieved best F 1 scores throughout, due to higher precision rates, and performed well in mis-matched conditions where the baselines started lacking. With the use of standard word embeddings our model can be readily adapted to topic segmentation in different domains.
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